18-11461 0125 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BETWEEN 41 AND 40 - I93 SB HWY
Vehicle: RED 2005 TOYT UT HIGHLA Reg: FC MA 1T2H70 VIN: JTEEP21A450093869
Towed: For: Other By: Cains Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Narrative: request for tow.
Narrative: citation for speed and improper placement of registration sticker.
Narrative: Operator was advised on getting his license, he has a test next week.

18-11462 0208 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE finish
Location/Address: BRENTWOOD AVE
Narrative: Calling party states he heard a loud bang or smash. Saw vehicle leave the scene driving towards Woburn.
Narrative: Blue acura behind mobile on the run. Not involved.
Narrative: 40- Two rocks thrown through the front windows of 39 Brentwood.
Narrative: SEE REPORT.
Refer To Incident: 18-532-0F

18-11463 0256 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: BEVERLY AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2011 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: FC MA 7HS333 VIN: 5NPEC4AC5BH008193
Narrative: Vehicle drove down the town hall and quickly sped around the building back onto Glen rd.
Narrative: Operator parked vehicle in driveway and claimed he was there to visit friend upon further investigation mlae party stated he was nervous because of the police cruiser behind him. He checks ok and has been sent on his way.

18-11467 0632 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: DRURY LN + LOUMAC RD
Narrative: Enforcement

18-11468 0648 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: warning for inspection sticker.

18-11469 0649 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: GLEN RD + FAY ST
Narrative: Calling party states her daughter had a hard time crossing
the at this morning due to the high rates of speed on Glen rd. Calling party wanted it logged and if possible some patrol in the am.

18-11470 0704 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Narrative: Written warning for inspection sticker

18-11471 0707 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Vehicle Towed
Location/Address: [WIL 780] AL PRIME - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2015 TOY SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 388WF1 VIN: 2T1EURHE2FC439197
Towed: For: Accident By: Cains Towing
Vehicle: BLK 2009 TOY UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 99ZC70 VIN: JTMBF5V295008548
Narrative: 2 car MVC, appears to be no injuries
Narrative: Cains notified to tow
Narrative: Clear, Cains has Corolla, see report

18-11472 0735 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Location/Address: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative: Enforcement due to complaint of vehicles driving too fast in lot in the morning
Narrative: 39 clear.

18-11473 0743 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV finish
Location/Address: HOBSON AVE
Vehicle: BLU 2004 FORD FREEST Reg: PC MA 4205TD VIN: 2FMZAJ7644BA88949
Narrative: MV lockout
Narrative: Clear, service provided

18-11475 0753 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Location/Address: 4L REALTY - ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: BLU 2001 CHRY PT Reg: MA VIN: 3C4FY4BB61T592839
Vehicle: RED 2005 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 949WZ3 VIN: 1FTPX145X5NB06438
Narrative: Vehicle parked in lot, blue PT cruiser with NH plate H8735 (does not match), caller does not know who it belongs to
Narrative: 32 - spoke with property owner on site, he was made aware that he would have to have it towed himself due to it being on private property. Message was left for party vehicle/VIN come back to to call the station
Narrative: Mr Muise called back and stated vehicle was a private sale to party that works in suite #19 at that location, however he does not remember his name. RP was updated and satisfied, will take a walk over and find owner.

18-11477 0757 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: PRESIDENTIAL DR
18-11478 0803 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Services Rendered
Location/Address: CHESTNUT ST
Narrative: ACO removed deceased rabbit

18-11479 0807 FOUND PROPERTY log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 631] LUCCI'S SUPERMARKET PLAZA - LOWELL ST
Narrative: Check found on property made out to male party from Woburn, being held at Luccis.

18-11480 0812 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2012 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 1CF992 VIN: 5FNYF4H40CB036325
Narrative: Owner had dog off of leash running loose in park, she was advised of leash law, clear

18-11481 0818 Motor Vehicle Offenses Summons
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: GRY 2008 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 6RM867 VIN: 2T1BR32E28C092682
Towed: For: UNLICENSED OPERATION By: Cains Towing To: Company Tow Yard
Narrative: Cains enroute for tow.

Refer To Summons: 18-195-AR
Summons: GUEVARA, BRENDA A
Address: 253 MONTVALE AVE WOBURN, MA
Age: 26
Charges: INSPECTION/STICKER, NO OR EXPIRED LICENSE SUSPENDED OR REVOKED, OP MV WITH

18-11482 0819 CITIZEN CONTACT log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: Male party will be conducting geocaching {fox hunting radio beacon} throughout town during the summer. Wanted us to be aware incase anyone calls in regarding.

18-11483 0821 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint Investigated
Vicinity of: BUTTERSROW
Narrative: enforcement
Narrative: 39 clear.
18-11484 0822 FOUND PROPERTY
Location/Address: OAKDALE RD
Narrative: Walk in turning in ammunition for destruction, see report
Refer To Incident: 18-533-OF

18-11485 0824 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BUTTERSDOW
Vehicle: RED 2017 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: PC MA 531BK3 VIN: 5NFD84LF6HH097254
Narrative: Citation for speed.

18-11486 0830 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative: Check of the beach
Narrative: 31 clear.

18-11487 0846 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: BILLERICA LINE - SHAWSHEEN AVE
Narrative: Complaint of Marquis Tree Company taking up a lane of traffic
Narrative: 31 checked Shawsheen from Hopkins to Billerica line, no trucks found

18-11488 0849 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: GLEN RD
Vehicle: BLK 2013 TOY SIENNA Reg: PC MA 134BG6 VIN: 5TDJK3DXD8068426
Narrative: Written warning for inspection sticker

18-11490 0856 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: ROUTE 125 HWY
Vehicle: SIL 2015 HYUN LL TUCSON Reg: PC NH 0YAE VIN: KHJUCAGBEU952246
Narrative: 39 covering detail

18-11491 0900 ANIMAL COMPLAINT Investigated
Location/Address: SHAWSHEEN AVE
Narrative: ACO follow up. clear.

18-11492 0907 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 157] ALLCOAT TECHNOLOGY INC. - EAMES ST
Vehicle: WHI 2010 VOLK JETTA Reg: PC MA NZ30VG VIN: 3VWPL8AJXAM612455
Narrative: Written warning for inspection sticker

18-11494 0916 Police Departmental Service finish
Location/Address: [WIL 82] WILDCOOD ST. SCHOOL - WILDCOOD ST
Narrative:

18-11495 0917 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLU 2008 TOY ST CAMRY Reg: PC MA 7PK390 VIN: 4T1BE46K88U241816
18-11496 0925 ANIMAL COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: HOUGHTON RD
Narrative: Written warning for speed and inspection sticker

18-11497 0936 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 2334] EAMES ST
Vehicle: GRY 2012 JEEP GRACHE Reg: PC MA 3EA639 VIN: 1C4RJFAG7CC238658
Narrative: Follow up

18-11498 0938 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 161] MARKET BASKET - MAIN ST
Narrative: Written warning for defective equipment

18-11499 0939 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2002 VOLV SE S80 Reg: PC MA 6AJM50 VIN: YV1TS92D421272568
Narrative: Citation for expired inspection sticker and no registration in possession.

18-11500 0947 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 133] TECOMET INC. - EAMES ST
Vehicle: WHI 2014 FORD E250 Reg: CO MA J80483 VIN: 1FTNE2EW5E54927
Narrative: Written warning for defective equipment.

18-11503 1004 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Location/Address: FIRST AVE
Vehicle: RED 2006 CONVEN Reg: CO MA R64167 VIN: 2NPLHD6X86M658445
Narrative: Disposal truck parked on First Ave idling

18-11504 1012 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 FORD ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 2WK826 VIN: 1FMCU9G92GUB00870
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

18-11505 1026 Car Seat install finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2015 MERZ SE E Reg: PC MA 88NA23 VIN: WDDFH8JBXFB084590
Narrative: 1 seat

18-11506 1028 Car Seat install finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
18-11507  1029  **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  [WIL 63] LYNCH MATERIALS - SALEM ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2011 JEEP PATRIOT  Reg: PC MA 6Y7128  VIN: 1J4NF4GB0BD172375
Narrative:  Written warning for defective equipment and inspection sticker

18-11508  1041  **Car Seat install**  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2010 FORD MUSTAN  Reg: PC MA 421JM9  VIN: 1ZVBP8FH2A5158194
Narrative:  1 seat

18-11509  1041  **Car Seat install**  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle:  BLK 2010 FORD MUSTAN  Reg: PC MA 421JM9  VIN: 1ZVBP8FH2A5158194
Narrative:  1 seat

18-11510  1045  **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  ROUTE 62 HWY + WOBURN ST
Vehicle:  BLU 2012 HOND SE ACCORD  Reg: PC MA 159VX5  VIN: 1HGCP3F83CA036420
Narrative:  Written warning for red light violation

18-11511  1049  **BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK**  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:  Check of the property

18-11512  1049  **911 ABANDONED / HANGUP**  log info. only
Location/Address:  [WIL 68] ANALOG DEVICES - WOBURN ST
Narrative:  911 hangup call. on callback, spoke to Jeff in Security who states accidental.

18-11513  1049  **Police Departmental Service**  finish
Location/Address:  [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:  Mail run

18-11515  1057  **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST + MCPALDONALD RD
Vehicle:  WHI 2002 FORD F250  Reg: CO MA S34111  VIN: 1FTNW21L02EA46524
Narrative:  Written warning for speed and no front plate

18-11516  1108  **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST + MCPALDONALD RD
Vehicle:  GRY 2003 TOYT SE CAMRY  Reg: PC MA 4BJ781  VIN: 4T1BE32K63U779777
Narrative:  Written warning for defective brake light

18-11517  1119  **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP**  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of:  SALEM ST
Vehicle:  GRY 2014 HOND UT PILOT  Reg: PC MA 71KV31  VIN: 5FNYF4H51EB015222
Wilmington Police Department
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Narrative:
Written warning for inspection sticker and registration sticker

18-11518  1125  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BALLARDVALE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2017 SE PASSAT Reg: PC MA 5BX698 VIN: 1VWDT7A34HC024139
Narrative: Citation for expired inspection sticker

18-11519  1137  Police Departmental Service  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Mail run

18-11520  1215  Car Seat install  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: BLK 2011 BMW SE 328XI Reg: PC MA 386WG3 VIN: WBAPK5C51BA994780
Narrative: 1 seat

18-11521  1219  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1145] REGISTRY OF MOTOR VEHICLE - MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2016 NISS SE SESL Reg: PC MA BC3383 VIN: 1N4AA6AP7GC438013
Narrative: 30 requesting 2nd cruiser to location
Narrative: 39 - handicapped placard was displayed prior to 32s arrival, clear

18-11522  1222  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2013 TOYT SE PRIUS Reg: PC MA 5HY125 VIN: JTDKN3DU4D0342064
Narrative: Citation for texting while driving

18-11523  1228  SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY  Investigated
Location/Address: SOUTH ST
Narrative: caller reporting she arrived home and found a small tan colored car parked in her driveway with a black male with long hair in the vehicle. gave a plate of 83038 and was not sure if MA or NH. when she asked what he was doing, he stated he was picking someone up. he then moved vehicle and parked in neighbors driveway. while on line, caller states vehicle then drove over Lake St bridge towards Shawsheen Ave.
Narrative: 31 stating vehicle was in the area of Richmond St and he can no longer see it but states it is a livery vehicle.
Narrative: 31 off with vehicle at 335 Main Street
Narrative: 31 - uber driver that was parked in the wrong driveway, checks ok

18-11524  1241  911 ABANDONED / HANGUP  Investigated
Location/Address: WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 hangup call. on callback, spoke to Jeff in Security who states no emergencies.

18-11525   1245   Car Seat install   finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: 1 seat

18-11526   1246   Car Seat install   log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2013 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 383TT5 VIN: 4T1BF1FK8DU232913
Narrative: 1 seat

18-11527   1247   Car Seat install   finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2013 TOYT SE CAMRY Reg: PC MA 383TT5 VIN: 4T1BF1FK8DU232913
Narrative: 1 seat

18-11529   1303   TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint   finish
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Narrative: enforcement

18-11530   1304   Car Seat install   finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2013 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 2YC812 VIN: 5FNRL5e42DB090844
Narrative: 1 seat

18-11531   1308   MOTOR VEHICLE STOP   Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SALEM ST
Vehicle: STL 2015 HYUN LL TUCSON Reg: PC NH BYA3 VIN: KM6JUCAG8FU952246
Narrative: Citation for speed.

18-11532   1318   DISTURBANCE   Arrest(s) Made
Location/Address: PALMER WAY
Narrative:
Female party open 911 line .

Narrative:
32 - returning with one male protective custody

Narrative:

Refer To Arrest: 18-196-AR
Arrest: BRENNAN, COREY M
Address: 15 PALMER WAY WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 40
Charges: A&B
DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY -$1200, MALICIOUS WITNESS, INTIMIDATE

18-11535   1423   PARKING COMPLAINT   Investigated
Location/Address: WALTHAM ST
Vehicle: GRN 2017 FRHT CSC Reg: CO ON 3724PT VIN: 1FUJGLDR7HLHP1684
TT unit parked in lot of Art of the Event, vehicle moving along

18-11536 1425 CITIZEN CONTACT Arrest(s) Made
Location/Address: PALMER WAY
Narrative: Attempting to locate party
Narrative: 31 reporting male in custody at this time
Narrative: Arrest: Douglas Bevis
WMSx5 - drug, possess Class B
A&B
A&B
A&B
Animal, cruelty to by custodian
Narrative:
Refer To Arrest: 18-197-AR
Arrest: BEVIS, DOUGLAS L JR
Address: 7 RHODES ST WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 27
Charges: WARRANT ALL OTHERS

18-11537 1557 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2184] L3 COMMUNICATIONS AND SECURITY - RESEARCH DR
Narrative: 911 hangup. Spoke to Renee on callback. Stated no emergency.

18-11539 1612 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 835] KIRKWOOD PRINTING - MAIN ST
Narrative: Mulch fire. FD responding.

18-11540 1624 ALARM, BURGLAR False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 360] PITZI. JEFF - BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2006 FORD LGTCOM Reg: PC MA 6GD936 VIN: 1FTPX14566FB35284
Narrative: Zone 1 front door.
Narrative: 33: Clear, accidental.

18-11541 1626 BURGLARY ( B & E ) PAST finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] WOBURN ST
Narrative: *** SEE REPORT ***
Refer To Incident: 18-534-OP

18-11542 1646 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRN 2007 HOND ODYSSE Reg: PC MA 245YGH VIN: 5FNRL38767B053394
Narrative: Written warning for defective break light.

18-11543 1654 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP Investigated
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
911 accidental

Disp: Employee Malinda stated no emergency.

18-11545 1713 DISABLED MV Vehicle Towed
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST + WOBURN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2016 CHRY SE 300 Reg: PC MA 15PG39 VIN: 2C3CCARG1GH17042
Towed:  For: Hazard By: Cains Towing
Narrative: AAA requesting an officer to assist a customer who is blocking traffic.

Narrative: Cains notified.

Narrative: 34: Cains has that vehicle.

18-11546 1723 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: BRENTWOOD AVE
Narrative: Caller reporting 8-10 kids believed to be drinking under age.

Narrative: 33: Only party found to be drinking was of age, and on private property. They were advised to move away from the street.

18-11548 1824 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 90] SHAWSheen SCHOOL - SHAWSheen AVE
Narrative: Check of the grounds.

18-11549 1832 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: BRO 2014 NISS SE ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 822YNL VIN: 1N4ALJAP7EC165712
Narrative: Verbal warning for speed.

18-11550 1839 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH finish
Location/Address: GOWING RD + PARK ST
Vehicle: BLK 2011 MAZD CX7 Reg: PC MA 8409PV VIN: JM3ER2BMXB0358787
Narrative: Car v bicyclist. Unknown injuries. FD responding.

Narrative: 32: No injuries. Bicycle hit the vehicle.

Narrative: *** SEE REPORT ***

18-11552 1844 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 96] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative: C2 reporting cars in the fire lane by the auditorium

18-11554 1859 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 96] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Vehicle: WHI 2009 NISS UT MURANO Reg: PC MA 6RE167 VIN: JN8AZ18W79W159681
Narrative: Fire lane violation.
18-11555 1902 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Location/Address: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Vehicle: BLU 2009 CHEV SE MALIBU Reg: PC MA 5FAW10 VIN: 1G12J57B094200139
Narrative: Fire lane violation.

18-11559 2014 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Unfounded
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Narrative: Passer by reporting a car fire in the area. Possibly next to a building. FD responding.
Narrative: 34: Unfounded.

18-11560 2048 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: BOUTWELL ST
Narrative: Caller requesting assistance removing a bee from her room.
Narrative: 34: Searched for the bee. Unable to locate.

18-11561 2052 DISTURBANCE finish
Vicinity of: BRENTWOOD AVE
Vehicle: GRN 1997 FORD F150 Reg: PC MA 6TB562 VIN: 1FTDX18W4VND33243
Narrative: Caller reporting a fight in the front yard. Green pick up truck left towards Woburn St.
Narrative: 31: Has vehicle matching description Main St by Uhaul.
Narrative: 33: Involved parties are stating there was not fight. Claiming not as reported.
Narrative: 35: Female operator stated it was just a verbal argument between her and her boyfriend.
Narrative: 33: Clear.

18-11562 2108 DISABLED MV finish
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Narrative: 31: Off with DMV.
Narrative: 31: Vehicle is off the road. AAA will be about an hour. Will come back and check on him.

18-11565 2157 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILLOWOOD ST
Narrative: Check of the cemetery.

18-11566 2216 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of the park.

18-11567 2222 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: BURLINGTON AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2000 FORD F250 Reg: FC MA 4KJ725 VIN: 1FTNX21F2YEC54937
Narrative: Verbal warning for missing front plate

18-11568 2222 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: WHI 2007 ACUR UT RDX Reg: FC MA 7JG428 VIN: 5J8TB13577A002833
Narrative: Citation for red light violation.

18-11569 2230 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Check of town hall.

18-11570 2240 Cruiser Defects or Issues finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1001] POLICE DEPARTMENT - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative: 34: Good size scratch on rear passenger side door. Just want it logged.